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Executive Summary 

During the U.S . Department of Energy (DOE) Office of Legacy Management (LM) 2015 and 
2016 annual inspections of the Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation Control Act (UMTRCA) 
Title II, Sherwood, Washington, Disposal Site (site), an area of sand accumulation was observed 
at the base of the Sherwood disposal cell tailings containment dam. 

Sand eroded from under the protective rock cover, creating a small rill 2 feet wide and 
8-12 inches deep that extended approximately 80 feet back up the slope of the dam. The total 
volume of eroded material was estimated to be 5 cubic yards. This erosion raised concerns about 
the stability of the tailings containment dam. 

Section 3.5 in the Long-Term Surveillance Plan/or the DOE Sherwood Project (UMTRCA 
Title II) Reclamation Cell, Wellpinit, Washington contains specific reporting requirements in the 
event of discoveries made during an annual site inspection or as a result of changed site 
conditions. The discovery of erosion at the base of the embankment met the requirement to 
conduct a follow-up inspection, with subject matter experts, of the erosion feature. 

A follow-up inspection of the erosion feature was performed by DOE project management and 
Legacy Management Support engineering staff on October 4 and 5, 2016, to evaluate the erosion 
features. Staff from the Washington Department of Health, Bureau of Indian Affairs, and 
Spokane Tribe oflndians also participated in the fo llow-up inspection. As a result of the October 
follow-up inspection, further investigations were performed before the 2017 annual site 
inspection. 

During the October 2016 follow-up inspection, the protective rock cover adjacent to the area of 
erosion was removed and the underlying material was examined. The sandy material that was 
eroded from the embankment was the same as natural undisturbed material nearby. During 
reclamation, this area of the mill site was used as a source for fill material used to contour the 
area below the toe of the containment dam. Review of original reclamation and as-built drawings 
showed the toe of the containment dam is upslope from the area of erosion. The section of the 
riprap-covered slope where erosion occurred is defined as the containment dam "outslope" in the 
construction completion report. 

The area of erosion was examined in May 2017 and the extent of the erosion had not increased 
over the winter. Erosion associated with this feature is confined within the outslope area below 
the containment dam and does not impact the dam. However, the area will be visually monitored 
during future inspections and by periodic aerial high-resolution topographic surveys. Repair 
options will be evaluated and implemented, in consultation with the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission, if the erosion area increases such that the containment dam could be affected. 

The follow-up inspection also assessed impacts from the August 22, 2016, forest fire which 
burned a portion of the southeast section of the site. The fire did not spread over the disposal cell 
and only minor damage to a perimeter sign was observed. 
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1.0 Introduction 

During the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Office of Legacy Management (LM) 2015 annual 
inspection of the Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation Control Act (UMTRCA) Title II , Sherwood, 
Washington, Disposal Site (site), an area of sand accumulation was observed at the toe of the 
tailings containment dam (Figure 1 ). An increase in the volume of sand was observed at the same 
location during the May 2016 annual inspection. The sand eroded from beneath the protective 
rock cover at the toe of the containment dam is indicated by a linear depression in the rock cover 
upslope of the sand deposit (Figure 1). This location was not examined during the 2014 annual 
inspection, so it is not known when sand began to accumulate at this location. 

- • - • Approx imate Extent of Tailings In Disposal Cell 

c:::J Erosion Area Erosion Area 
Sherwood, Washington, Disposal Site 

SCALE IN FEET 
300 200 100 0 000 1------~-------l 
l!!!!!!!!!!!limiii.a!!!!!!!'!!!==== ""'~ ary 30, 2018 S1801301 

\\Lmteu\EnvPrqecu\EBM\LTS\111\0035\08\000\518013\51801301 .m,.d HyattT 0113()(2()18 4 26 50 PM 

Figure 1. Containment Dam with Erosion Area Circled in Red (inset) 

Criterion 1 in Section 3 .5 .1 of the Long-Term Surveillance Plan for the DOE Sherwood Project 
(UMTRCA Title JI) Reclamation Cell, Wellpinit, Washington (DOE 2001) (referred to as the 
"LTSP" herein), was met for the requirement to conduct a follow-up inspection (i.e., a condition 
identified during the annual inspection or other site visit requires personnel to return to the site 
for further evaluation). Table 3-2 in Section 3.6.3 of the LTSP defines DOE's criteria for 
maintenance and emergency measures for incidents that might impact the disposal cell. 
Following those criteria, the erosion noted during the 2016 annual site inspection is classified as 
a Priority 5, which is the lowest priority for triggering maintenance and emergency measures. A 
Priority 5 classification, for minor erosion not immediately affecting the disposal cell, requires 
an evaluation, an assessment of impact, and an appropriate response to eliminate the problem. 
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The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) was notified of the erosion via a letter dated 
September 8, 2016 (Bush 2016). 

An August 2016 forest fire in the region encroached on the site when preparations were being 
made to conduct a fo llow-up inspection to assess the cause of the sand accumulation. 
Consequently, the follow-up inspection was expanded to assess the impact of the forest fire 
onsite features. This report includes assessments of the effects of the forest fire , the impact of the 
erosion, and recommended actions. 

2.0 Follow-Up Inspection 

A follow-up inspection was conducted at the site on October 4, 2016. Attending were R. Bush, 
the DOE LM site manager; B. Stasney, M. Elsen, and S. Pachernegg from the Washington State 
Department of Health (WDOH); D. Smith from the Bureau oflndian Affairs (BIA); B. Kieffer 
from the Spokane Tribe oflndians; D. Traub, D. Nordeen, D. Marshall, and M. Widdop from 
Navarro Research and Engineering, Inc. (Navarro) (the DOE Legacy Management Support 
[LMS] contractor); and G. Smith from GeoSmith Engineering (subcontractor to Navarro). 

The participants discussed site features and a proposed sale to salvage timber damaged by the 
recent forest fire. The LM site manager indicated that the area involved in the sale encroaches on 
the site and provisions of the custody and access agreement would be reviewed to determine 
whether authorization was needed for entry to areas within the license boundary. The 
representative frcim the Spokane Tribe of Indians was primarily interested in issues relating to 
the forest fire and left after those issues were discussed. 

2.1 Fire Damage 

The effect of the August forest fire on the site was minimal. Although there was major damage 
south and east of the site, with several residences destroyed along the main access road, the fire 
only encroached several hundred yards into the southeast corner of the site (Figure 2). The fire 
penetrated to the base of the containment dam at several locations but, other than burned 
vegetation, no damage was done. One perimeter sign was scorched but it is still legible 
(Photo 1 ). The single boundary monument within the burned area was not damaged (Photo 2). 
Two monitoring wells that are sampled annually were not damaged although the fire burned to 
within 30 feet of well MW-10 (Photo 3). The fire did not reach the cover of the disposal cell. 
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Figure 2. Site Map Showing Boundary of August 2016 Forest Fire and 
Locations from October 2016 GPS Data Collection 
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Photo 1. Perimeter Sign P2, Southeast Portion of Site (view to east) 

Photo 2. Boundary Monument BM-2, Southeast Corner of Site (view to east) 
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Photo 3. Monitoring Well 10, South Portion of Site (view to east) 

It was determined during the inspection that the fire did not have any adverse impact on the 
disposal cell or site features. DOE subsequently concurred with the request from the Spokane 
Tribe oflndians for permission to salvage the burned timber in the southeast comer of the site. 
The affected area will be inspected for potential erosion and natural revegetation will be visually 
monitored during annual inspections. 

2.2 Sand Accumulation at the Toe of the Containment Dam 

An aerial view of the containment dam and the sand erosion area is shown in Figure 1 and 
Figure 2. The orange dashed line in both figures indicates the closest tailings placement within 
the engineered disposal cell , approximately 800 feet from the area of erosion. Precipitation 
runoff from the cell cover is diverted to a discharge area southeast of the containment dam; no 
runoff from the cell cover discharges over the containment dam face . Therefore, the containment 
dam face is its own watershed. 

Based on measurements of the extent and thickness of the sand deposit, there was an estimated 
5 cubic yards of fine sandy material at the base of the containment dam (Photo 4). It was 
evident that the material was eroded from beneath the protective rock cover because a shallow, 
12-inch-deep linear depression could be traced back up the slope for approximately 80 feet. 
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Photo 4. Sand Deposit at Toe of Containment Dam (view to north) 

During the October 2016 visit, Navarro staff removed the riprap in several locations to inspect 
the underlying material, determine the type and thickness of any bedding layer, and confirm the 
erosion was occurring beneath the riprap. Fine-grained, sandy material was found beneath the 
riprap and there was no bedding layer. The riprap had fallen vertically into a shallow channel 
eroded into the sandy material. · 

The erosion area was marked with pin flags, measured, and photographed. Location information 
was recorded using GPS equipment. Before the inspection team left the site, the protective rock 
that had been removed was then placed back into the excavation. The area around the sand 
erosion was inspected to determine whether other channels were forming, but none were found . 
The entire length of the containment dam base was also inspected, but no other erosion was 
observed. There was sandy material even with the top of the protective rock in several areas of 
the outslope, which may indicate minor erosion. The locations were recorded using GPS and will 
be monitored during future inspections. 

Soil samples were collected from the eroded material and from another nearby undisturbed area 
from which native material was used for fill material during construction of the containment 
dam. The samples were used to determine particle size distribution, which was used for 
comparing the materials from both sources and to determine what sizes of geofabric mesh or 
rock filter might be needed for a remedy if that is determined necessary. 

Further investigation during the May 201 7 inspection clearly shows that the outslope material 
(described in Section 3 .1) that was eroded and the material used for construction of the 
containment dam are quite different (Photo 5 and Photo 6). The containment dam material was 
much more cohesive and required much more effort to remove. 
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Photo 5. Sandy Material Excavated from Outs/ope 

Photo 6. Containment Dam Material Excavated from Embankment Upslope from Erosion Area 
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- ------

3.0 Erosion Evaluation 

3.1 Disposal Cell Design and Construction 

Mill tailings and other contaminated materials were placed in an impoundment behind a 
containment dam by Western Nuclear, Inc. (WNI), the mill licensee. The tailings were placed 
over a synthetic liner that covered the bottom and sides of the containment area. The tailings 
were then covered with 12- 20 feet of sandy and clayey-sandy soil to control radon flux. Upon 
completion, the disposal cell cover was vegetated with native plant seeds and Ponderosa pine 
saplings. Vegetation has established on the containment dam face, consisting of bunch grasses, 
woody shrubs, and small to moderately sized Ponderosa pine trees. The 100-acre disposal cell is 
in the approximate center of a 730-acre drainage basin. 

The containment dam was initially constructed at the beginning of milling operations with 33% 
side slopes (3 hodzontal to 1 vertical, described as a 3: 1 slope) and was designed, approved, and 
constructed under the Washington State Dam Safety Office ' s regulatory program (WDOH 1998). 
During site reclamation in 1996, the dam was shortened in height so that it was consistent with 
the impoundment cover elevation, and the containment dam face was reconstructed to a gentler 
20% (5 :1) slope. The reconstruction design was prepared by WNI and included an evaluation for 
earthquake and slope stability. Licensed engineers from both the Dam Safety Office ' s regulatory 
program and WDOH reviewed the design, independently verified the design calculations, and 
approved construction plans and specifications (WDOH 1998). 

The downslope face of the containment dam was designed according to NRC erosion protection 
guidance (NRC 1990), and the flow of water down the face was calculated using the U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers HEC-1 Flood Hydrograph Package flow prediction software. The downslope 
face is covered by a layer of rock riprap. The riprap design specified a 6-inch layer of riprap, 
with a minimum m~an diameter (D50) of 3 inches, for placement directly on the compacted 
containment dam face to prevent erosion of the containment dam materials. The design assumed 
that precipitation runoff on the containment dam face would be sheet flow (i.e. , there would be 
no concentration of flow). The approved design did not include a filter bedding layer between the 
compacted surface of the containment dam and the protective riprap layer. Photos taken during 
construction show the protective riprap being placed directly on compacted containment dam 
material as designed (Photo 7). As-built measurements confirmed that the D50 rock size was 
3 inches and that the thickness of the riprap layer ranged from 6- 10 inches (Table 16 in 
WNI 1997a). 
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Photo 7. Rock Placement on Containment Dam Face, September 1996 

The area below the base of the western portion of the containment dam is described as the 
containment dam outslope (Figure 3) and is designed to prevent erosion from cutting into the 
base of the containment dam. The outslope area was graded to match the final slope of the 
containment dam and was covered with a protective layer of rock riprap that was placed without 
a bedding layer underneath it. There is no visual indication of the base of the containment dam 
because it is covered by the outslope materials. 

The toe of the containment dam is defined as where the bottom of the dam intersects the natural 
terrain; it is described as the "West Groin" in the reclamation documentation. The west groin 
was designed with four sections (reaches) covered with riprap to prevent erosion of the base of 
the outslope. Large riprap was placed along the toe to prevent water from flowing down the 
valley between the containment dam and the hillside at the west edge of the dam and causing 
erosion at the base of the dam. The rock was placed in successively larger sizes down the valley 
(D50 ranging from 3 to 15 inches), to resist erosion where flow rates were likely to be greater. 

The riprap protective layer extends approximately 14 feet beyond and below the apparent toe, to 
prevent scouring. Erosion protection of the outslope appears to have been concentrated on 
possible channel flow down the valley, cutting across the base of the dam. Sand washing out 
from beneath the protective rock cover upslope of the reach sections was not addressed because 
it was determined that the rock and soil materials used on the containment dam and outslope face 
provided adequate erosion protection. 

The erosion observed, however, is from water flowing directly down the embankment face, as 
designed, and eroding the less rigorously constructed outslope material below. It is likely the 
erosion cut directly into the natural material used to construct the outslope, which consisted of 
fine-grained sand. 
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Figure 3. Outs/ope Area at Toe of Containment Dam 

The sand erosion is located in a reach where a 6-inch-deep protective rock cover with a Dso of 
3 inches was placed. This area of the site, known a·s the Southwest Borrow Area, was used as a 
source of fill materia] for several areas during construction and reclamation. 

I 

The design cross section of the containment dam near the erosion area shown in Figure 4 
indicates over 35 feet of native material was removed from this area for use as fill material. The 
native materials in the diversion channel excavation and in the erosional deposit at the toe of the 
containment dam are similar, sandy material. The sands are noncohesive, fine to medium 
grained, rounded particles that were deposited during cataclysmic floods at the end of the last ice 
age (the Missoula Floods). The deposits are informally known as the Hanford Formation. 

The cross section shows the containment dam face at a 5:1 slope (5 horizontal to 1 vertical), 
however, as-built slope measurements of the lower containment dam face , while design~d as 5: 1, 
ranged from 5.2:1 to 6.7:1 (Table 15 in WNI 1997a). The sand deposit and associated erosion 
features appear to be in an area where the slope is shallower than 5: 1. The section D-C in 
Figure 4 is a 40-foot-wide horizontal section of the embankment constructed to allow access to 
monitoring well MW-4, which is located approximately 320 feet east of the erosion location. The 
erosion channel occurred within section D-R at the base of the embankment. 
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Figure 4. Design Cross Section of Containment Dam near Sand Erosion Area (WNI 1997b) 

3.2 Sampling and Laboratory Testing 

Rock was removed from the linear depression and the underlying channel dimensions were 
recorded (Photo 8). Average channel dimensions are approximately 3 feet wide ( crest to crest) 
and 1 foot deep. Samples Sherwood 1 and Sherwood 2 were obtained from the base of the 
channel at the upslope end and midslope portions of the channel, respectively. Samples 
Sherwood 3 and Sherwood 4 were obtained from the outwash deposit at the base of the channel 
and from the excavated cut slope (undisturbed native material) , respectively . Samples were 
classified using ASTM International (ASTM) D2487 "Standard Practice for Classification of 
Soils for Engineering Purposes (Unified Soil Classification System)" as SP, which is a 
"poorly graded sand, fine to medium, non-cohesive and non-plastic, rounded and subrounded, 
dry, brown." 
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Photo 8. Channel Underlying Rock Cover of Containment Dam Face 

Particle size analyses were performed on the sand samples (per ASTM C 136, "Standard Test 
Method for Sieve Analysis of Fine and Coarse Aggregates") at the DOE Environmental Science 
Laboratory in Grand Junction, Colorado. Figure 5 shows the particle size distributions of the 
four samples. The particle size distributions suggest that the material in each sample came from 
the same source (i.e. , Hanford Formation sand). 

3.3 Conclusions 

Runoff water from precipitation events or melting snow has created a preferential flow path near 
the toe of the containment dam face. At this location, the water does not run down the surface as 
sheet flow as designed; rather, the flow is concentrated into a preferential flow path, likely due to 
small topographical variations. The increased veloci"ty of flow in the preferential flow path has 
resulted in erosion of the material underlying the riprap cover, as evidenced by the shallow 
channel under the riprap cover and the sand deposit at the base of the channel. Once developed, 
this channe_l is even more likely to collect water flowing along the base of the protective rock 
cover, thus causing the rapid increase in sand erosion noted during the last two annual 
inspections. 
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Figure 5. Particle Size Distribution 

Evaluation of the design of the containment dam suggests that the toe of the containment dam 
was not constructed as designed, based on the following observations: 

• The slope at the toe is shallower than 5: 1. 

• The noncohesive sand eroding from beneath the riprap cover does not meet the original 
required specifications for construction of the containment dam. 

Based on these observations, it appears that Hanford Formation sand excavated during 
construction of the diversion channel at the toe of the containment dam was used to cover the toe 
of the containment dam. This may have been done to smooth the slope between the toe of the 
containment dam and the diversion channel. 

If this interpretation is correct, then the erosion observed to date is not impacting the containment 
dam; it only affects the veneer of sand placed over the toe of the dam. However, a preferential 
flow path has developed and a shallow channel has formed. It is expected that the sand will 
continue to erode at that location until the slope is stable. It is possible that the channel could 
start cutting into the underlying compacted containment dam materials. 
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4.0 Recommendations 

There appears to be a very low risk to the functional integrity of the tailings containment dam at 
this time. The following actions are recommended at this time. 

1. Visually monitor the erosion feature and sand deposit (and collect GPS measurements) 
during annual site inspections to evaluate the status of the feature and the type of material 
eroding from beneath the rock cover. Identify and map any other erosion features that may 
develop at the toe of the containment dam. Summarize observations related to this issue in 
the annual inspection report. 

2. Conduct periodic aerial high-resolution topographic surveys to map changes in erosion 
features. In 2018, DOE is beginning a program to collect baseline topographic data from the 
UMTRCA disposal cells. After the baseline data is evaluated, the frequency of return 
surveys will be determined. 

3. If it is determined that this, or any, erosion threatens the containment dam, repair options 
will be assessed and, once approved by NRC, repairs will be performed. 
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